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FIBRE & CABLE PREPARATION TOOLS 
NO-NIK Strippers 

The No-Nik stripper is ideal for 900µm tight buffered 

fibre.  It is recommended that you remove buffer in 

approximately 10 mm lengths.  Good cost effective 

stripping tool for 900µm buffered fibre. 

OFS-STR-125  Type 200 for 125µm fibres 

OFS-STR-140  Type 250 for 140µm fibres 

CFS-2 Strippers 

An effective tool for stripping 250µm buffer coating.  

Incorporates a precision 0.005” laser drilled hole in the 

cutting blade. 

Ideal for loose tube fibres. 

OFS-STR-CFS2  Type 200 for 125µm fibres 

Sumiofcas Strippers 

The JR-25 strippers are suitable for both 250µm and 900µm 

buffered fibres.  By far the best form of stripper for the trou-

blesome fibre that is hard to strip.  Cleaning brush is included. 

 

OFS-STR-2590  JR25 Type Stripper 

 

KEVLAR Scissors 

These kevlar scissors incorporate a non-slip 

serrated blades for cutting the kevlar most 

often found inside riser style cables and patch 

cord material. 

OFS-CLS-KVL Kevlar Scissors 

Cable Shears 

These parrot beak cutters are ideal for slicing 

through loose tube style cables with ease.  

Suitable for most all-dielectric cable designs, 

ADSS, Loose Tube, etc. 

OFS-CBL-SHEAR  Cable Shears 

Ideal Tube Cutters 

These cutters are ideal for cutting a score mark 

into loose tubes before tube casing removal in 

loose tube cable designs.  2 common sizes 

depending on tube diameter.  

OFS-LTST-BLU Ideal Stripper 1/8”-7/32” 

OFS-LTST-GRY Ideal Stripper up to 1/8” 

Rotary Cable Stripper 

The Kabifix FK28 rotary cable stripper works on cable diame-

ters between 6mm and 28mm.  Set the cutting depth to a 

regulated height according to the thickness of the insulation, 

insert cable into the through “C”, push ratchet up, turn tool 

circularly then pull longitudinally to remove insulation.  Not 

suitable for live copper conducting cables. 

OFS-STR-KBC  FK28 Cable Stripper 

OFS-STR-KBC-SP  Replacement Blade for FK28 

Tube Splitting Tools 

The Siecor tube splitting tools comes in three sizes and are ideal 

for splitting loose tube type cables where entry mid span into a 

tube is required.  They consist of two halves that fold together 

with a cutting blade in each side. 

OFS-TUB-SPL-RED Tube Splitter (RED) 2.7 - 3.0mm 

OFS-TUB-SPL-BLU Tube Splitter (BLUE) 2.3 - 2.8mm 

TYCO Tube Splitting Tools 

The TYCOtube splitting tool is specifically designed for work-

ing with its FIST products and allows tube scoring at points 

close to exit and entry points on their closures. 

FACC-TUBE-CUTTER-01 Tube Splitting Tool - supplied with 

various collets for different tube 

diameters. 
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CONNECTOR & SPLICING PREPARATION TOOLS 
Tweezers 

These tweezers are manufactured from stain-

less steel, non-magnetic, and great for general 

work and for fibre disposal and management. 

OFS-TWEEZ Stainless Steel Tweezers 

Diamond Scribes 

The scribe provides an easy method of cleaving off fibre 

ends during connector installation - done just before the 

polishing process begins. 

 

OFS-SCR-PROS Diamond Scribe, Pro Blade Style Tip 

 

 

 

 

 

OFS-SCR-ECO Economy Diamond Scribe, Conical Tip 

Crimp Tools 

These crimp tools are suitable for use with 

most manufacturers ST, FC, SC connectors - 

generally a special die is required for the SMA 

style connector. 

OFS-CMP-ST Crimp with ST Die Fitted 

OFS-CMP-SMA Crimp with SMA Die Fitted 

Connector Curing Oven 

 

This oven allows up to 24 connectors to be cured 

at a time without individual adaptors.  The oven 

temperature range covers temperatures from 40 

to 130 Celsius. 

 

OFS-OVN-24 Connector Oven, 24 Connector 

Capacity 

OFS-OVN-THM Oven Thermometer 0-200C 

Polishing Pucks 

Free floating hard wearing stainless steel pol-

ishing pucks to suit most connector styles. 

 

OFS-PP-FC FC Polishing Puck 

 OFS-PP-SC SC Polishing Puck 

OFS-PP-SMA SMA Polishing Puck 

OFS-PP-ST ST Polishing Puck 

Connector Installation Kit 

The Optical Fibre Systems installation kit includes 

all the tooling and consumables necessary for the 

termination of 50 ST, FC, or SC connectors. 

This kit contains a 240V curing oven, polishing 

puck, crimp tool, inspection microscope (either 

100x or 300x), consumables, stripping tools, polish-

ing tools, all supplied in a waterproof and dust-

proof equipment case. 

 

 

OFS-KIT-ST-200  Kit includes Westover 200x scope 

Unicam Installation Kit 

This kit is the quickest most effective way of ensuring a high 

performance polish where direct termination is the only op-

tion.  This style incorporate a factory pre-polished connector 

end-face with a miniature mechanical splice in the rear of the 

connector.  Simply prepare and cleave the fibre, insert into rear 

of connector, then actuate the special tool and termination is 

complete. 

OFS-UNICAM-KIT Unicam Install Kit 
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OPGW JOINT & CABLE PREPARATION TOOLS 
NO-NIK Strippers 

The No-fghfdhfdhfgdhdfhfdghgf 

OFS-STR-125  Type 200 for 125µm fibres 

OFS-STR-140  Type 250 for 140µm fibres 

CFS-2 Strippers 

Anfghdfh 

OFS-STR-CFS2  Type 200 for 125µm fibres 

Sumiofcas Strippers 

fghdfhfdghgfh. 

 

OFS-STR-2590  JR25 Type Stripper 

 

KEVLAR Scissors 

These dfghfdghfdh 

OFS-CLS-KVL Kevlar Scissors 

Cable Shears 

These dfghfdhdfhg. 

OFS-CBL-SHEAR  Cable Shears 

Ideal Tube Cutters 

These fhgfhfdhfghf 

OFS-LTST-BLU Ideal Stripper 1/8”-7/32” 

OFS-LTST-GRY Ideal Stripper up to 1/8” 

Rotary Cable Stripper 

The dhghfdhdhfgdh 

OFS-STR-KBC-SP  Replacement Blade for FK28 

Tube Splitting Tools 

The dfghdfhgdfhg 

OFS-TUB-SPL-BLU Tube Splitter (BLUE) 2.3 - 2.8mm 

TYCO Tube Splitting Tools 

The fhghdgh 

FACC-TUBE-CUTTER-01 Tube Splitting Tool - supplied with 

various collets for different tube 

diameters. 
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OPGW JOINT & CABLE PREPARATION TOOLS 
Tweezers 

These twdfghhfdh 

OFS-TWEEZ Stainless Steel Tweezers 

Diamond Scribes 

Thefgdhdfh 

 

OFS-SCR-ECO Economy Diamond Scribe, 

Conical Tip 

Crimp Tools 

dhfdh 

OFS-CMP-ST Crimp with ST Die Fitted 

OFS-CMP-SMA Crimp with SMA Die Fitted 

Connector Curing Oven 

 

dhfgdh 

 

OFS-OVN-24 Connector Oven, 24 Connector 

Capacity 

OFS-OVN-THM Oven Thermometer 0-200C 

Connector Installation Kit 

dhgfdhdfhfghfg 

 

 

OFS-KIT-ST-200  Kit includes Westover 200x scope 

Unicam Installation Kit 

This hdhfdgh 

OFS-UNICAM-KIT dghdhgdf 
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FITEL S326 Cleaver 

The FITEL cleaver is a 1 step process, easily allowing one 

handed operation and  combines this with a sharps 

collection bin inbuilt into the cleaver, no more worrying 

about where to put those scraps.  Suitable down to 

10mm cleaves with both 900µm and 250µm clad fibres. 

OFS-CLV-325 FITEL High Precision Cleaver 

GENERAL TOOLING FOR THE FIBRE PROFESSIONAL 
FITEL 310 Cleaver 

Suitable for mechanical splices and for those on a budg-

et.  This cleaver works by first scoring the fibre and then 

bending it over the rubber tongue to initiate the cleave. 

 

OFS-CLV-FIT FITEL S310 Cleaver 

 

Electronic Cleaver 

This cleaver has an ultrasonically vibrating 

diamond blade that promotes crack propaga-

tion at the cutting edge.  Excellent repeatabil-

ity combined with excellent blade life makes 

this cleaver the leader in its class.  Cleave 

lengths of down to 18mm achievable. 

OFS-CLV-FK11 Electronic Cleaver 

Alcohol Dispenser 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic squeeze bottles, 250ml, with transpor-

tation cap.  Suitable for water, alcohol, cable 

cleaning solvents, etc. 

OFS-SQU-250 250ml Squeeze Bottle 

Transport Cases 

Pelican protector cases - watertight to a depth of 

10m and airtight for the ultimate protection.  Neo-

prene “O” ring seal, exclusive purge valve design 

and supplied with pre-scored “Pick’n’Pluck” foam. 

OFS-PEL-1200  240 x 185 x 110 

OFS-PEL-1400  305 x 235 x 130 

OFS-PEL-1500  435 x 290 x 155 

OFS-PEL-1550  480 x 365 x 195 

Laser Safety Glasses 

 

These safety glasses are CE marked compliant 

AS1337.4 Infrared Diode Laser Safety Glasses 

from 820nm—1720nm Optical Density = 3+. 

 

Two styles available - wraparound style with 

frame insert for prescription lenses or a style 

that will fit over your existing spectacles. 

 

 

OFS-LG008-OG Over Spectacle Style 

OFS-LG008 Wraparound Style 

 

OFS-LG008 

OFS-LG008-OG 

OFS-SQU-250 

OFS-CLV-FK11 

OFS-CLV-326 

OFS-CLV-FIT 

 

Islintech Cleaver 

This cleaver is also a 1 step process, allow-

ing single handed operation.  Comes com-

plete with waste bin for catching fibre 

scraps. 

OFS-CI-03 Islintech Cleaver 
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Aerosol Cleaning Products 

 

AIR DUSTER 

Pure compressed inert gas for removal of dust and 

airborne contamination from very delicate or inaccessi-

ble areas of electrical and electronic equipment. 

SOLVENT 

99.7% pure isopropyl alcohol for the cleaning of all 

electronic equipment, printed circuit boards, and deli-

cate instruments.  Safe on most plastics, it leaves no 

residue, 100% ozone friendly. 

OFS-EAD-200D  Aerosol Air Duster 

OFS-IPA-400H  Aerosol Alcohol Solvent 

CUSTOMER PICK UP ONLY AVAILABLE ON THESE 

PRODUCTS! 

CLEANING & INSPECTION TOOLS 
CLETOP Self Contatined Connector Cleaner 

This device contains a special micracreation dry woven 

polyester film for fast and complete removal of dust, 

dirt, oil and greas from fibre and ferrule end face. 

 

 

OFS-FCC-02R CLETOP Type A for 2.5mm Ferrules 

OFS-FCC-015R CLETOP Type B for 1.25mm Ferrules 

OFS-FCC-02R-SP CLETOP Spare Tape Spool 

 

 

Miraclean Cleaning Cloth 

Ideal for cleaning fibres before cleaving, 

made from a lint free polyester that can 

be washed for re-use. 

Can be used on your glasses as well. 

OFS-MIRA-CLN Cleaning Cloth 

HUX In Adaptor Cleaner 

These tools advance a new piece of 

cleaning material at the tip when the 

outer case is turned.  Ideal for in patch 

panel cleaning. 

OFS-FCC-HUX-250          2.5mm Ferrules 

OFS-FCC-HUX-125         1.25mm Ferrules 

CLETOP Stick Cleaners 

 

Made from the same material as used in the self con-

tained connector cleaners and for use in the cleaning 

of receptacles in equipment and/or through adaptors 

where access to the rear of the patch panel is difficult. 

 

OFS-FCC-5SC Pack of 5 Cletop Cleaning Sticks 

LINT Free KIMWIPES 

These lint free wipes come in a box of 

280.  Great for cleaning fibres before 

splicing when used in conjunction with 

IPA.   

(See consumables section) 

OFS-KIM-280 Lint Free Wipes 

OFS-FCC-02R 

OFS-FCC-02R-SP 

OFS-EAD-200D (Pictured) 

Eye Loupe 

Theses Loupes are ideal for close inspection of all prod-

ucts, V-grooves, etc. 

OFS-EYE-LOUPE  Inspection Loupe 
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CLEANING & INSPECTION TOOLS 
Westover Inspection Scope 

Westover microscopes combine excellent 

optics together with a bright inspection light 

give the user a better than average picture of 

the ferrule end-face.  A must if you are serious 

about cleaning connectors. 

 

OFS-SCO-200 200x Scope, Dual Illumina-

tion, Oblique & Co-Axial 

OFS-SCO-320 320x Scope, Co-Axial Illumi-

nation Only 

OFS-SCO-200 (Pictured) 

Westover Handheld Display 

 

This HD1 display offers the highest level of performance and proven 

success with a 3.5” TFT LCD screen and front mounted contrast adjust-

ment. 

 

 

OFS-SCO-HD1 HD1 Hand Held Display  

Westover Video Scopes 

Westover microscopes combine 

excellent optics together with a 

bright inspection light give the 

user a better than average picture 

of the ferrule end-face.  A must if 

you are serious about cleaning 

connectors. 

These video scopes offer a very 

safe method of viewing connect-

ors, especially when you have high 

levels of optical power in your 

network. 

The HD2 accept 4-pin video probe 

input. 

 

OFS-HD2-P2 Handheld Video Display with Patch Cord Scope (200x) 

OFS-HD2-P2-V Handheld Video Display with Patch Cord Scope (200x), Visible Fault 

Locator 

OFS-HD2-P4-V Handheld Video Display with Patch Cord Scope (400x), Visible Fault 

Locator 

OFS-FBP-P1 Video Inspection Probe (200x), 4-pin output 

OFS-FBP-P1-400 Video Inspection Probe (400x), 4-pin output 

OFS-FBP-P5 Video Inspection Probe (200x/400x), 4-pin output 

OFS-HD2-P2-V with OFS-FBP-P5 (Pictured) 

Westover USB Conversion Kit 

All of Westover’s analogue probes (excluding the 

FBE series) can be interfaced to a PC using the USB 

module.  This provides a good mean of storage of 

images should you be required. 

 

 

OFS-FBPP-USB3 USB Upgrade Kit, 4-pin Probe to USB with FiberCheck(Basic) Software. 

Westover FBPT Probe Tips 

 

These tips work in conjunction with the 

Westover Probes to facilitate the inspection of 

connector end faces whilst they are still in 

place in through adaptors. 

 

OFS-FBPT-FC  FC Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-FC-APC FC/APC Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-SC  SC Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-SC-APC SC/APC Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-ST  ST Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-LC  LC Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-E2000  E2000 Bulkhead Tip  

OFS-FBPT-U12  Universal 1.25mm 

Patch Tip  

OFS-FBPT-U12  Universal 2.5mm 

Patch Tip  

OFS-FBPT-MTRJ-1 MTRJ Bulkhead Tip  

 

OFS-FBPP-USB3 (Pictured) 

The video scope and traffic identifier products go hand-in-hand with 

our laser safety goggles.  

If you have high optical powers in your network—you can’t afford 

to take the risk with eye damage. 
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Portable Launch Fibre 

This 200m long optical launch fibre comes contained inside a sturdy pelican 

case with your choice of optical pigtail spliced onto the fixed end.  The free 

900µm clad SMOF fibre is stored upon a convenient storage spool ready for 

bare fibre testing or splicing to another connector—depending upon your 

testing requirements.  We can also provide these with your choice of con-

nector on the free end as well. 

OFS-LF-200-SSC SMOF Launch, 200m, SC Connector 

OFS-LF-200-SSA SMOF Launch, 200m, SC/APC Connector 

FITEL ID-H Traffic Identifier 

This fibre identifier has a univer-

sal head that suits 250µm, 

900µm, 2mm and 3mm cord. 

It has the ability for tone detec-

tion and traffic identification 

with Power Level display infor-

mation. 

 

OFS-FIT-IDH Traffic ID 

IXIAN Talk Sets 

Ixian Jobsite Optical Voice Communicators 

(OVC’s) are available in both SMOF and Mulit-

mode configurations.  The JS-Series OVC’s use 

half duplex communication over a single fibre 

and operate off a single 9V alkaline cell. 

The BT-Series offer full duplex communications 

with Bluetooth capabilities. 

OFS-TS-JS13 1310nm SMOF, 30dB Range, 

will work on MM as well. 

 

OFS-TS-JS85 850nm MM, 30dB Range. 

 

OFS-TS-BT35-B 1310/1550nm, 36dB Range, 

Bluetooth Attachment 

 

OFS-TS-BT-35 1310/1550nm, 36dB Range, 

Standard Headset 

 

 

OFS-TS-JS13 (Pictured) 

OFS-TS-BT35-B (Pictured) 

Kingfisher KI025 Talkset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These talksets provide convenient duplex voice 

communications over a single fibre.  Reliable 

field operation is guaranteed by a unique com-

bination of features incorporating a reliable 

method of transmission, easy to use controls 

and rugged construction. 

 

OFS-KI025DD 1550nm LASER, 2 

Port, PC Interface 

OFS-KI025-DD-APC 1550nm LASER, 2 

Port, APC Interface 

Kingfisher VISIBLE FAULT LOCATOR 

These visible lasers are one of the best on the market.  

635nm laser class 2—less than 1mW 

OFS-KI6354 Continuous  & Pulsed Operation 

Kingfisher FIBRESAFE Microscope 

The Kingfisher scope has inbuilt IR filtering for 

safety around high power levels. 

 

OFS-KI6600 Kingfisher Inspection Scope 

Kingfisher COLD CLAMP 

The Kingfisher cold clamp is used with the OTDR to deter-

mine non-destructively point faults along a loose tube 

cables length.  Uses liquid nitrogen to lower the cables 

temperature at a specific point where accurate measure-

ments can then be made.             OFS-KI-CC  

TESTING AND COMMISIONING TOOLS 


